The Remarkable Dr. Dale

E. E. Dale is 85, but the years have not dimmed his vitality, his industry or his humor. The cowboy-scholar has witnessed and had a part in the development of Oklahoma from the early days of settlement to the present. And he's still going strong.

The Constitution and Civil Rights

An authority on constitutional law discusses two of the issues posed by the civil rights legislation now before Congress. Dr. Maurice H. Merrill, research professor of law, examines the provisions of the bill in respect to suffrage and public accommodations.

Ten the Hard Way

In the most highly competitive Big Eight conference meet in history, Coach Jay Markley's Sooners have to overcome strong strokers from Kansas and Nebraska and a lack of depth to continue their ten-year domination of the swimming title.

Ready for Freddie

The University Guidance Service has completed a year-long study of Freddie Freshman of 1962. With the information about his successes and failures, the University hopes to be able to understand and to help future Freddies.
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The seventeenth annual Sooner Scandals was a pleasingly varied variety show which played to four full houses at Holmberg Auditorium the last three days of February. For a review of its songs, satire, slapstick, sass, solos and terpsichorean selections, see Sooner Scandals, page 3.
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